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This work reports some initial results of a 2-D electron gun design code (XMGUN) based on the finite-element method (FEM). Using
the Galerkin weak formulation, the nodal analysis, and the first-order elements, the Poisson equation was solved for the electron gun
electrostatic potential. The nonrelativistic particle paths were numerically calculated by a fourth-order Runge–Kutta method. An it-
erative scheme was repeated until the electron paths convergence was achieved under full space-charge limited condition. In order to
validate the algorithm, the focusing properties of a 2-D Pierce electron gun with planar symmetry were studied. The quality of the beam
was evaluated based on the particle’s final position, the transit time, and the particle energy evaluations. Using these three parameters,
a good agreement was found between the theoretical and calculated results. Absolute current density errors of less than 1% were found,
even with a coarse discretization of the domain. The XMGUN tool was used to design a 30-kV, 7.1-A, and 1.37- Perv axis-symmetric
high-power electron gun for use in vacuum microwave devices. The figure of merit used as reference to measure the quality of the electron
beam was the normalized transverse velocity.

Index Terms—Electron gun, electron path, finite-element method (FEM).

I. INTRODUCTION

T HE focusing properties of the electron guns, used in power
microwave tubes design, can be investigated by analyzing

the charged particle path. Knowledge about the particle paths
in an electron gun is relevant, since these paths establish the
beam edge, the beam waist, and the beam waist distance from
the cathode. However, to the authors’ knowledge, the existing
gun codes, such as [1]–[5], use motion equation instead of the
path equation. This work proposes a new methodology to solve
the self-consistent space-charge limited condition from the par-
ticle path. Based on this approach, the newly developed tool was
used to design a 30-kV, 7.1-A, and 1.37- Perv, axis-symmetric
high-power electron gun for use in vacuum microwave devices.
The normalized transverse velocity was used as a figure of merit
in measuring the quality of the electron beam.

The work is organized as follows. Section II presents the
physical formulation of the problem, the finite element method
(FEM), the derivation of the second-order differential equation
for the nonrelativistic charged-particle path, and the self-con-
sistent algorithm. Section III shows the code’s benchmark con-
sisting in a Pierce planar diode, and the most relevant results are
discussed. Finally, the conclusions follow in Section IV.

II. THEORETICAL DESCRIPTION OF THE PROBLEM

A. Physical Formulation

In order to obtain the scalar potential, a code using FEM
with first-order triangle elements was developed. The planar
symmetric electron steady-state flow can be described by the
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Poisson equation for the scalar potential in orthogonal curvi-
linear coordinates as

(1)

where the right-hand side refers to the space charge. rep-
resents the th charge of the macroparticle that is transported
by the beam current of the electron gun located at the position

. and denote the Dirac delta func-
tions. The scale factors and , in rectangular coordinates,
are equal to 1. In cylindrical coordinates, due to the transforma-
tion and and

hold.
The charged-particle path is determined using the Lorentz

force under the condition and the energy conser-
vation law

(2)

where the subscript represents the th particle path of the

problem and is the electric field. Equation (2)
shows that the particle path does not depend on the particle
charge and mass ratio.

To solve the coupled problem (1)–(2), an in-house FEM code
was used to determine the scalar potential and therefore the elec-
tric field. Then, to find the solution of (2), the second-order
differential equation is transformed into a two first-order dif-
ferential equation system, and then an in-house fourth-order
Runge–Kutta integrator, with constant step size, is used. It is
worth noting that the particle path slope can be directly ex-
tracted from the Runge–Kutta integration output. This leads to,
for each particle path, a fast evaluation of the minimum of the
path, which would be used to establish the beam waist and hence
the beam waist distance from the cathode.

Since it is necessary to satisfy the charge conservation law,
the total current inside the device is constant.
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B. Finite Element Formulation

Due to accuracy and versatility of weighted residual methods,
such as the Galerkin method, the FEM [6], [7] has been adopted
as a standard for solving electromagnetic problems. The
triangular finite element scalar potential is written as

, where , and , respectively, are
the unknown potential at nodes 1, 2, and 3, respectively, and

represents the basis functions. This leads to the
following system of equations:

(3)

where

(4)

(5)

and

(6)

where is the right-hand side of (1), is the element area, and
is the unknown potential. To use the Galerkin method, the

weighting functions are set the same as the base functions, and
since the matrix coefficients are determined from the basis
functions , system (3) can be solved for the unknown node
variables . It should be noted that the basis function refers
to the th node. An in-house Gaussian elimination solver was
developed to solve the global system matrix.

C. The Self-Consistent Algorithm

All electron gun codes, used for designing intense beam guns,
are said to be self-consistent if their solvers take into account
the space-charge contribution to evaluate the static fields and
the static fields forces contribution that act on the particles.
The flowchart in Fig. 1 presents the successive approximation
method. This procedure is repeated until the convergence cri-
terion of the th iteration is closer to the previous one, the

th. The convergence criteria may be the slopes of the par-
ticle paths or the electric field intensity in some chosen plane.
However, the scheme adopted in this work takes into account
the variation of the current density between two consecutive ap-
proximations. In this work, an absolute relative error of current
density, between two consecutive approximations, of 0.01% was
adopted. Usually, 7–16 iterations are required to reach the de-
sired accuracy.

The calculation of the charge deposition increment , at
the th triangular element of the mesh, is straightforward and is
given by

(7)

where is the th macroparticle current, is the transit time
inside the th element, and is the volume of the th element.
For the planar diode, using the Child–Langmuir law [8], the
th macroparticle current at the th iteration is

approximated by

(8)

Fig. 1. Flowchart of the successive approximation method.

where is the area of the cathode that contributes to the th
macroparticle, is the vacuum permittivity, is the particle
charge-mass ratio, is the th finite element, th particle
potential evaluated at the center of the th path located at the
distance , where is the macroparticle distance normal to
the cathode. The macroparticles start at a distance from the
cathode since, under the space-charge limited condition, the
fields and the particle velocities at the cathode are null and they
would never advance.

To avoid current density divergences, the th element charge
at the th iteration is averaged as

(9)

where represents the under-relaxation factor
. At the first iteration, is set to 1.0. A low value of

corresponds to the average charge density over several cycles.
Charge deposition between the cathode and the emission re-

gion follows the procedure adopted by [9]. The macroparticles
move backward from the emission surface to the cathode at a
constant velocity of

(10)

where is the th particle potential at the distance .
Because the initial current is too high, a suppression factor

is used in the first iteration cycles. Therefore, the initial current
in the first, second, and third cycles is multiplied by 0.25, 0.50,
and 0.75, respectively.

III. RESULTS

In order to validate the code, a benchmark consisting in a
Pierce diode with a cathode–anode separation is of 2 cm, a
cathode emission height is of 1.5 cm, and a focusing electrode
height of 2.5 cm was considered. Otherwise specified, the anode
voltage was set to 1 kV, the under-relaxation factor , and
the number of macroparticles was set to 40.
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TABLE I
MESH DATA USED TO VALIDATE THE XMGUN CODE

Fig. 2. For the self-consistent field solution, a detailed view of (a) 40 particle
paths and the equipotentials, and (b) the mesh and the electric field.

Under space-charge limited condition, the paths must be par-
allel [8]. Four mesh models were analyzed according to Table I.
In all the models, a refined mesh was used closer to the cathode,
while a coarse one closer to the anode.

Fig. 2(a) indicates that each particle trajectory is nearly par-
allel. Although it is not easy to observe [Fig. 2(b)], the electric
field vanishes closer to the cathode. These behaviors show good
agreement with the analytical solution [8].

The current density error decreases as the mesh model is re-
fined. Mesh I presented an error of less than 1% while that of
Mesh IV was less than 0.6%. No significant improvement by in-
creasing the number of particles was observed.

The process of convergence to the correct self-consistent
fields depends on the under-relaxation coefficient , which
plays an important role since the convergence depends on it. A
faster convergence rate was obtained for .

Fig. 3 indicates that an initially higher under-relaxation factor
provides minor errors. To improve the convergence rate, the use
of a variable may be adopted.

There are three quantities available to validate the quality of
the beam calculation: the particle final position, the transit time,
and the particle energy. With regard to the final position, it is
known that the particle trajectories, in the Pierce planar diode,
are parallels. Using Mesh III with 500 particles, it was found
that the particles were parallel to within 0.35 at the anode.

Fig. 3. Relative error of the current density � versus iteration, using various
under-relaxation coefficients.

Fig. 4. Typical behavior of the relative transit time error observed during
simulations.

During the simulations, no deviation errors exceeding 0.8 at
the anode were observed.

The quality of the beam, due to the transit time , is done
knowing that, since the paths are parallel

(11)

where is the macroparticle velocity, is the
cathode–anode separation, and is the macroparticle’s
starting position. Due to the energy conservation law and the
scalar potential for the Pierce planar diode, the transit time is
written as

(12)

Typically, transit time errors below 4% were observed. Fig. 4
depicts a usual output obtained during simulations.

To validate the particle energy, it was observed whether the
particles conserve their energy as they travel from the cathode
to the anode. Four planes were used to measure the particle en-
ergies. The planes were located at 10.9%, 40.6%, 80.2%, and
98.2%, along the space separating the cathode and the anode.
Planes closer to the emission area had higher errors. Regarding
the plane located at 10.9%, which presented the worst result, it
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Fig. 5. Electron gun simulation using the particles path equations approach.

was observed that the use of Mesh I produced relative energy
errors not greater than 3%, while using Mesh IV produced rela-
tive energy errors below 0.4%. Therefore, refined meshes led to
a better particle energy response.

A gun model for use in a typical power microwave tube
(Fig. 5) was also simulated.

The gun was modeled using cylindrical symmetry, 90
macroparticles, with cathode curvature and cathode-disc radii
of 14.59 and 6.2 mm, respectively, and 30 kV at the anode. The
gun’s mesh contained 2796 nodes and 5057 elements. Eight
iterations were needed to reach a current density difference
below 0.1% between two consecutive cycles using .
This gun yields a current of 7.10 A and a perveance of 1.37

Perv. A current of 7.54 A and a perveance of 1.45 Perv
were observed running an EGUN simulation for the same gun
model. The 1-kV equipotentials are also shown in Fig. 5.

A figure of merit used as reference in measuring the quality
of the electron beam is [10] the normalized transverse velocity

(13)

where is the slope of the th macroparticle path as it crosses a
given plane, is the current transported by the th macroparticle
path, is the total current crossing the plane, and is the
weighted mean macroparticle path slope of the macroparticles
that cross a given plane perpendicular to the -axis, given by

(14)

The lower the value of is, the better is the laminarity of
the beam under analysis. The minimum beam radius containing
95% of the current, , was found in position 26.88 mm.
In this position, it was observed that 2.7 mrad and

.

IV. CONCLUSION

A FEM formulation to solve the coupled Poisson equation for
the scalar potential and the nonlinear second-order differential

equation for the nonrelativistic electrons path were described.
A Pierce planar diode benchmark indicated current density er-
rors below 1%. The under-relaxation factor plays an impor-
tant role in the number of iterations, since it may establish faster
convergence solutions. To validate the quality of the beam, such
as the macroparticle deviation, transit time, and energy, bench-
marks were performed and good agreement with the theoret-
ical results was demonstrated. The use of the particle path ap-
proach led directly to the macroparticles minimum of the path
that would be used to estimate the beam waist and beam waist
distance from the cathode.
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